
E-360
Weber® Genesis® Built-in

Introducing the Genesis 3-burner built-in gas
barbecue (E-360). The biggest barbecuing
innovation in decades, that creates a backyard
culinary centrepiece for your outdoor kitchen so
you can entertain without limits.

The Genesis built-in gas BBQ can be incorporated
into your ideal cabinetry, or be the focal point of
your new outdoor kitchen.

Number of burners 3 + sear burner

Fuel LP / NG

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Cooking versatility
Enjoy great cooking versatility – grill, roast, sear,
bake and cook low and slow.

WEBER CRAFTED compatible
WEBER CRAFTED frame kit included; allowing you
to add a great range of accessories to expand your
cooking repertoire.

Large cooking area
The large cooking area is perfect for family meals
or entertaining a crowd.

Sear zone
Cook perfectly seared steaks with ease, even for a
crowd, with the extra-large, powerful sear zone.

Expandable top grill
With the expandable top cooking grill, you can
roast vegies, keep cooked food warm, rest steaks
or toast burger buns, so that you can serve every-
thing to the table at one, all piping hot.

Porcelain-enamelled cooking grills
Porcelain-enamelled cast-iron cooking grills for
great heat retention and even heat distribution.

Large roasting hood and thermometer
Large roasting hood with lid thermometer for large
roasting capacity and temperature monitoring.

Easily accessible grease tray
Easily accessible grease tray helps makes
cleaning quick and simple.

Push button ignition
Push button electronic ignition for quick and
convenient ignition.

NIGHT VISION LED lighting
NIGHT VISION LED lighting illuminates the entire
grill surface, so you can see what you’re cooking,
even in the dark.

WHAT’S IN THE BOX

Barbecue and under barbecue assembly
Hose and regulator (LPG: 1 m with type 27 tting,
NG: 2 m with bayonet tting)
Owner's Manual
QR code link to Digital User & Recipe Guide
WEBER CRAFTED Griddle (bundled separately)
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Cooking Accessories

WEBER CRAFTED Pizza stone WEBER CRAFTED Grilling basket WEBER CRAFTED Dual-sided sear
This glazed pizza stone ts perfectly Perfect for cooking smaller, more grate
into the WEBER CRAFTED frame kit, delicate items that might otherwise fall This large porcelain enamel coated,
allowing you to make perfectly crispy through the grills, this Grilling Basket cast iron sear grate ts into your WEBER
pizzas and artisan bread in your ts perfectly into your WEBER CRAFTED     CRAFTED frame kit, allowing you to create
GENESIS. frame kit. Dishwasher safe, stainless restaurant quality sear marks on steaks

steel construction. and more.

Cleaning and Care Accessories

Weber Connect Smart Barbecue Hub
The Weber Connect smart barbecue hub
is your secret ingredient to perfectly bar-
becued food. It’sa step-by-step barbecu-
ing assistant that sends notications
directly to your smart phone on every-
thing from a food readiness countdown,
to when it’s time to ip and serve.

Grill brush - 30 cm
This three-sided grill brush is made to
remove grease and debris from cooking
grills of all sizes. The handle design
provides a secure grip when brushing o
stuck-on food or cleaning tight spaces.

Cookbox scraper
Keep your barbecue cookbox free of
grease build-up and food scraps.

Weber All Purpose Cleaner
Keep your Weber Genesis looking its
best. It's unique formula will remove
grease, fat and smoke stains, to keep
your barbecue clean.

Drip pans
These drip pans line the drip tray of your
Genesis to make the disposal of grease
more simple. With a quality aluminium
construction, these trays are easily
replaced when a layer of fat and grease
accumulates.

SPECIFICATIONS YOUR LOCAL STORE DETAILS
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